The PHEROCON® AA kairomone lure significantly enhances the effect of the PHEROCON CMDA COMBO lure. It increases male capture and provides up to 6 times more female capture. It is the best product for use in orchards treated for Codling Moth control with CIDETRAK® CMDA mating disruptant for adults or CIDETRAK DA MEC + insecticide for larvae. PHEROCON CMDA COMBO + AA is particularly useful in orchards with low density Codling Moth populations and provides more robust capture in both conventional and mating disrupted orchards. PHEROCON CMDA COMBO remains very effective without AA in both conventional and pheromone only mating disrupted orchards. However, if the user is seeking an increased capture rate, the new AA kairomone addition is a excellent solution.

**More Attractive… More Dependable… Best for Codling Moth Monitoring!**

**Features:**
- AA synergizes female attraction 6 X
- AA increases male attraction
- AA increases CMDA COMBO attraction in DA-treated orchards
- Hand-apply direct to trap liner
- Long lasting

**Benefits:**
- Enhanced capture/better monitoring
- Enhanced capture/better monitoring
- Continued robust monitoring experienced with CMDA COMBO
- Convenient, easy to use
- Low cost use

**NOTE:** Install lure as shown with flat side up and cup side down in glue. DO NOT PUNCTURE.
Guidelines For Use:

**PHEROCON CMDA COMBO + AA:**

1. Install before spring emergence or at bud break for pome fruit or pre-catkins for walnuts.
2. Place within orchard in a grid pattern and 10 – 20 meters (30 – 60 feet) apart:
   - In orchards, also place traps to accommodate for differences due to tree spacing, age, size or cultivar, and problem “hot spots” or borders.
   - High within tree, at >12 feet (>4 meters), in walnuts; in apples within the upper third of the canopy. (Use an extension pole or rope line for higher trap placement)
   - Within outer canopy, on an open limb, not blocked by leaves or developing fruit.
3. Remove insects and stir glue when checking:
   - Replace CMDA COMBO™ +AA lures every 8 weeks, avoid contamination with other pheromone lures.
   - Replace traps or liners every 4 weeks or when fouled with dust or insect debris (trap efficiency goes down after 50 or more moths have been caught).

**NOTE:** Please contact your PCA, University of California Farm Advisor, and/or refer to University of California Extension literature for additional information.

**Storage Recommendations:**

- Keep unopened factory-sealed packages in a cool place (<75°F or 24°C maximum) for short periods until used. Refrigerate or freeze unused packages.
- Refrigerate or freeze unopened packages to carry over for annual storage.

Visit our website or call toll-free: 1-866-785-1313
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